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	NAME: Sheliak
	DESCRIPTION: The Sheliak, native to the Shelia star system (Alpha quadrant) are a reclusive, non-humanoid species encountered by the Federation during the 23rd Century. They are roughly T-shaped with a stocky central body & 2 ovoid projections, sort of like stubby wings, on either side. They possess a featureless head-like projection at the top of their torsos. They have no observable limbs or manipulatory appendages. Their skin is grayish with sparkling highlights & has numerous creases in its surface. A pronounced rippling motion is observable when they address humanoids. After negotiating a complicated & exhaustive treaty (Treaty of Armens) with the Federation, the Sheliak avoided any contact for 111 years. They are a rigorously legalistic & exacting species that considers human beings to be inferior lifeforms. Their species-political organization is called the Sheliak Corporate, suggesting a goal-oriented cooperative structure. Names: Multi-syllabic given names that are absolutely unpronounceable to other species.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  We are the membership.
	Text Field 7: Daring+1, Fitness+1, Presence-1, Reason +2
	Text Field 8: The Sheliak use their prehensile outer membrane as a manipulatory organ, forming gripping surfaces at any point along their bodies. The head-like appendage atop the torso is a sensory organ cluster. The Sheliak brain is spread in loops throughout the torso & is capable of storing far more information, which is readily accessible. They have an eidetic memory, enhanced vision, enhanced chemoreceptors
	TALENTS: Sheliak, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Uphold the Law
	TALENT TEXT 1: Sheliak are extremely exacting when it comes to their existence. Whenever, They have to make a roll that involves any exacting Task (which is just about everything) you lower the Difficulty by 3, minimum of 1.
	TALENT NAME 2: Advanced Bioengineering / Biotechnology
	TALENT TEXT 2: Their biomolecular sense allows them to "see" DNA patterns without requiring technological assistance. This has given them a unique understanding of biotechnologies. Whenever, you need to make a roll using Bioengineering, you lower the Difficulty by 4, minimum of 0.
	TALENT NAME 3: Multitasking
	TALENT TEXT 3: A Sheliak can accomplish multiple tasks rapidly. You can take 2 actions/round with the additional action adding 1 to the Difficulty. This applies to Extended Tasks, as well.
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